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Building a Top-Down
Coalition

l : E RISE of the presidential wing of the Republican party over the
past generation has been driven by the overlapping issues of race and taxes.
The Republican party has been able to capitalize on these two issues,
capturing the White House in five of the last six elections, and shaping a
new polarization of the electorate- a polarization which has replaced the
traditional New Deal cleavages that sustained the Democratic party from
1932 to 1964.
The overlapping issues of race and taxes have permitted the Republican party to adapt the principles of conservatism to break the underlying_
class basis of the Roosevelt-Democratic coalition and to build a reconfigured voting majority in presidential elections. Together, the twin issues
of race and taxes have created a new, ideologically coherent coalition by
pitting taxpayers against tax recipients, by pitting the advocates of meritocracy against proponents of special preference, by pitting the private
sector against the public sector, by pitting those in the labor force against
the jobless, and by pitting those who bear many of the costs of federal
intervention against those whose struggle for equality has been advanced
by interventionist government policies.
In a steady evolutionary process, race and taxes have come to intersect
with an entire range of domestic issues, from welfare policy to civil-service
testing, from drug enforcement to housing regulation, from minority setaside programs to the decline in urban manufacturing jobs, from prison
construction to the globalization of economic competition, from college
admissions standards to suburban zoning practices, from highway con-
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struction to Federal Communications Commission licensing procedures.
In the struggle for government and private-sector resources, race has
become a powerful wedge, breaking up what had been the majoritarian
economic interests of the poor, working, and lower-middle classes in the
traditional liberal coalition. Taxes, in turn, have been used to drive home
the cost to whites of federal programs that redistribute social and economic benefits to blacks and to other minorities.
Race and taxes, on their own, have changed the votes of millions of
once-Democratic men and women. But it was the collision of race and
taxes with two additional forces over the past twenty-five years that ere. ated a chain reaction, a reaction forcing a realignment of the presidential
electorate. These two additional forces were, first, the rights revolution, a
revolution demanding statutory and constitutional protections for, among
others, criminal defendants, women, the poor, non-European ethnic
minorities, students, homosexuals, prisoners, the handicapped, and the
mentally ill; and, second, the rights-related reform movement focusing on
the right to guaranteed political representation that took root within the
Democratic party in the late 1960s and throughout the 1970s.
This chain reaction-a point of political combustion reached as a
linked series of highly charged issues collide-acted most powerfully on
two key swing voter groups, the white, European ethnic, often Catholic,
voters in the North, and lower-income southern white populists. For as
long as these voters cast Democratic ballots, the liberal coalition thrived;
when they did not, the liberal coalition collapsed. Throughout the 1970s
and 1980s, these two key groups of voters, once the mainstay of the New
Deal alliance, determined the viability of the conservative presidential majority. The collapse of the political left and the ascendance of a hybrid
conservative populism dominated by the affluent have had enormous policy consequences. The holders of power under the new conservative regime encouraged and endorsed, through tax, debt, and budgetary policy, a
substantial redistribution of income from the bottom to the top.
The shift in political power has, in turn, helped to erode the belief
among working-class whites that the condition of the poor and, more
generally, of those in the bottom third of the income distribution is the
result of an economic system that needed to be challenged through the
Democratic party and through the union movement. Instead, the pitting
of whites and blacks at the low end of the income distribution against each
other has intensified the view among many whites that the condition of
life for the disadvantaged-particularly for disadvantaged blacks-is the
responsibility of those afflicted, and not the responsibility of the larger
society.
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As the civil rights movement became national, as it became clearly
associated with the Democratic party, and as it began to impinge on local
neighborhoods and schools, it served to crack the Democratic loyalties of
key white voters. Crucial numbers of voters-in the white, urban and
suburban neighborhoods of the North, and across the South-were, in
addition, deeply angered and distressed by aspects of the expanding rights
revolution. It has been among the white working and lower-middle classes
that many of the social changes stemming from the introduction of new
rights-civil rights for minorities, reproductive and workplace rights for
women, constitutional protections for the criminally accused, immigration opportunities for those from developing countries, free-speech rights
to pornographers, and the surfacing of highly visible homosexual communities-have been most deeply resisted. Resentment of the civil rights
movement among key white voters was reinforced and enlarged by cultural and economic conflicts resulting from the rights revolution.
These two forces-race and rights-were, in turn, further chargedthat is, were injected with catalytic potential-by the procedural reform
movement within the Democratic party. This intraparty reform drive,
erupting in the wake of the 1968 convention in' Chicago, tapped for Democratic party leadership the ranks of the civil rights, anti-war, women's, and
student movements, and became a vehicle for the ascendency of an uppermiddle-class, college-educated culturally liberal elite within the Democratic party. This Democratic reform elite, in turn, served as the perfect
foil for conservatives seeking to portray the Democratic party as a new
establishment intent on imposing an alien-elitist and liberal-racial and
cultural agenda on the mass of American voters.
Of the four issues-race, rights, reform, and taxes-race has been the
most critical, and the most powerful, in effecting political change. Race
has crystalized and provided a focus for values conflicts, for cultural conflicts, and for interest conflicts-conflicts over subjects as diverse as social
welfare spending, neighborhood schooling, the distribution of the tax burden, criminal violence, sexual conduct, family structure, political competition, and union membership. Race has provided a mechanism to simultaneously divide voters over values, and to isolate one disproportionately
poor segment of the population from the rest of the electorate.
Just as race was used, between 1880 and 1964, by the planter-textilebanking elite of the South to rupture class solidarity at the bottom of the
income ladder, and to maintain control of the region's economic and political systems, race as a national issue over the past twenty-five years has
broken the Democratic New Deal "bottom-up" coalition-a coalition dependent on substantial support from all voters, white and black, at or
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below the median income. The fracturing of the Democrats' "bottom-up"
coalition permitted, in turn, those at the top of the "top-down" conservative coalition to encourage and to nurture, in the 1980s, what may well
have been the most accelerated upwards redistribution of income in the
nation's history-a redistribution fed by the tax, spending, and regulatory
policies of the Reagan and Bush administrations.
The traditional ideological partisan divide-between Democratic liberalism supportive both of domestic-spending initiatives and of an activist
federal regulatory apparatus, on the one hand, and Republican conservatism generally opposed to government regulation and in favor of reduced
domestic spending, on the other hand-has been infused, over the past
two-and-a-half decades, with racial and race-coded meanings.
For traditional Democratic liberalism, the convictions and resentments
of many of its own core voters have become deeply problematic, defying
incorporation into party ideology, and precluding, a priori, a functioning
biracial political coalition.
In an interview at the campaign headquarters of a GOP state senator in
1988, Dan Donahue, a Chicago carpenter, explained:
You could classify me as a working-class Democrat, a card-carrying union
member. I'm not a card-carrying Republican, yet .... We have four or five
generations of welfare mothers. And they [Democrats] say the answer to that
is we need more programs. Come on . . . . It's well and good we should have
compassion for these people, but your compassion goes only so far. I don't
mind helping, but somebody has got to help themselves, you've got to pull.
When you try to pick somebody up, they have to help . .. . Unfortunately,
most of the people who need help in this situation are black and most of the
people who are doing the helping are white . ... We [white, Cook County
voters] are tired of paying for the Chicago Housing Authority, and for public
housing and public transportation that we don't use .... They hate it [the
school board levy] because they are paying for black schools that aren't even
educating kids, and the money is just going into the Board of Education and
the teachers union. 1
Dan Donahue's remarks are echoed by significant numbers of working
and lower-middle-class white voters across the country-in focus groups,
in door to door interviews, in streetcorner and living room conversations. 2
For the Democratic party, the party that has taken the lead over the
past twenty-five years in the struggle for racial equality, the consequences
of such divisions in the electorate have been devastating. Democratic leaders take comfort in poll findings that the electorate remains liberal in its
policy commitments, supportive of government spending to rebuild the
infrastructure of roads and bridges and to provide improved education,
day care, recreation facilities, public transit, and housing for the homeless.
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But these leaders neglect underlying information suggesting that a majority of the electorate is unwilling to grant the Democratic party executivebranch authority to set and fund a traditionally liberal agenda-in part out
of fear that a Democratic president will raise taxes from the largely white
lower-middle and middle classes in order to direct benefits towards the
disproportionately black and Hispanic poor-benefits often seen as wastefully spent.

The polarization of the two parties on issues of race had its inception
over twenty-five years ago in the most ideological confrontation in twentieth-century American politics, the 1964 presidential election between
Lyndon Johnson and Barry Goldwater. Goldwater, the leader of the conservative insurgency that broke the hammerlock of the Eastern Establishment on the presidential wing of the Republican party, publicly defined
the Republican party as anti-civil rights with his opposition to the Civil
Rights Act of 1964-by far the most salient issue before the nation that
year. Johnson, conversely, firmly established the commitment of the Democratic party to civil rights, repeatedly crushing the Southern segregationist wing of the party that had once dominated the Senate.
These partisan divisions were reinforced by a change in the civil rights
agenda itself. That agenda shifted away from an initial, pre-1964 focus on
government guarantees of fundamental citizenship rights for blacks (such
as the right to vote and the right to equal opportunity), and shifted toward
a post-1964 focus on broader goals emphasizing equal outcomes or results
for blacks, often achieved through racial preferences. These broader objectives were strenuously opposed by conservatives and by the Republican
party. Opposition from the right intensified insofar as such objectives
required government action to forcibly redistribute private and public
goods-goods ranging, on the one hand, from jobs to education to housing, and extending, on the other, to valued intangibles such as cultural
authority, prestige, and social space.
The growing saliency of busing throughout the 197os-when the presidential platforms of each party took sharply opposing stands on perhaps
the nation's most divisive question-established one of the most distinct
cleavages between the tv;o parties. Affirmative action-and a generally
widening system of compensatory preferences favoring blacks over
whites-followed on the heels of busing, again splitting the two parties
and their presidential platforms, a split that endures to this day.
The contrasting stands of the two national parties on such broad issues
as affirmative action and busing have had powerful reverberations into
presidential voting patterns, as race has become a pervasive factor in the
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allocation of limited resources by city, state, and federal governments.
Zoning regulations on Long Island, municipal employment residency requirements in black Detroit and in its white suburbs, the location and
course offerings of "magnet" schools in Birmingham, the content of promotion exams for New York City police and firemen, the choice of basketball or tennis courts in Los Angeles parks-all of these are racially loaded
issues placing black, white, and Hispanic citizens in a distributional competition on an almost daily basis in communities across the country.
These controversies, in turn, affect an extraordinarily broad range of
outcomes, from the nature and quality of recreational facilities, to housing,
to the caliber of schools, to property values, to the kinds of jobs available,
to the sense of security, safety, and even ease enjoyed by ordinary citizens.
Central to almost all of these issues are such basic questions as how much
taxes are to be raised, for whose benefit; and whose interest will be served
in the governmental spending, rule-making, and regulatory processes. At
the state and local level, race-freighted issues have not yet been translated
into hard and fast, racially-spurred partisan divisions, although that kind
of split began to emerge in the 1980s in cities as diverse as Chicago, Birmingham, Philadelphia, and Columbia, South Carolina. But just as the
federal government has been the main advocate of racial equality, so it has
been primarily at the federal level that racial cleavages between the two
parties have become most apparent: in congressional voting patterns, in
the ideological differences between the convention delegates of the two
parties, in the two national party platforms, in the thrust and focus of
presidential campaigns, and in presidential election-day results.

The commitment of the Democratic party in 1964 to the cause of civil
rights, and the opposition of Republican presidential nominee Barry
Goldwater to the 1964 Civil Rights Act, set in motion a larger political
process. That process altered the core meanings of both liberalism and
conservatism, and changed as well the public perceptions of the Democratic and Republican parties. Instead of being seen as advancing the economic well-being of all voters, including white mainstream working and
middle-class voters, liberalism and the Democratic party came to be perceived, in key sectors of the electorate, as promoting the establishment of
new rights and government guarantees for previously marginalized, stigmatized, or historically disenfranchised groups, often at the expense of
traditional constituencies.
In the view of crucial numbers of voters, the Democratic party became
the political home of the beneficiaries and advocates of new legal and social
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rights, from the right to privacy (including the right to sexual privacy) to
the rights of blacks, Hispanics, and Asians, to the rights of non-Christian
religious minorities. In some respects, the Democratic party became the
advocate and champion of a liberal agenda institutionalized by the Warren
Court-and for a time by the Burger Court. During the Warren and early
Burger years, the Supreme Court expanded far beyond congressional expectation the remedies for discrimination and for racial segregation, and
granted legal rights and procedural guarantees to previously unprotected,
sometimes unpopular and often controversial groups of once outcast or
invisible Americans.
Insofar as the granting of rights to some groups required others to
sacrifice tax dollars and authority, to compromise longstanding values, to
jeopardize status, power, or the habitual patterns of daily life, this new
liberalism became, to a degree, a disruptive force in American life, and
particularly so within the Democratic party. At the extreme, liberalism
inflamed resentment when it required some citizens-particularly lowerincome whites-to put homes, jobs, neighborhoods, and children at perceived risk in the service of bitterly contested remedies for racial discrimination and segregation.
The remedies were established, in the eyes of key voters, not by elected
representatives, but by a coercive federal judiciary and by an intrusive
federal bureaucracy. The fundamental coalitional structure of the Democratic party, which in the New Deal era had produced an alliance of
interests seeking to develop policies and programs benefitting the voting
majority, became, in part, a forum for a zero-sum competition. The Democratic party learned only in retrospect to assess the political impact of a
mandated redistribution of rights. Only in defeat have Democrats attempted to "read" the political ramifications of an ideology that-no matter how morally coherent or morally justifiable-nonetheless entailed the
imposition of substantial costs on voters who had access to election-day
retaliation.
The association of the national Democratic party with the newly empowered, frequently controversial groups it sought in the 1960s and 1970s
to enfranchise and protect created a backlash among some of the Democrats' traditional constituencies. This backlash was, in turn, fostered and
driven for partisan advantage by the Republican opposition. The linkage
of the presidential wing of the Democratic party to newly protected
groups-often labeled by the GOP as "special interests"-became a gold
mine for the Republican party. The GOP set out to reinforce that linkage
as part of a strategy first developed in the 1960s and early l97os-a strategy
designed to exploit the unpopularity of Democratic elites and of their
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proteges, and to publicly isolate the national Democratic party from the
country's voting mainstream.
To an extraordinary degree, the presidential campaigns of Barry Goldwater, George Wallace, and Richard Nixon in the 1960s and 1970s shaped
the rhetoric, themes, and tactics of the Reagan and Bush campaigns of the
1980s. Wallace and Nixon added a new, pejorative meaning to the word
"liberal." Under the influence of their rhetoric, liberalism came to connote, for key voters, the favoring of blacks over whites and permissiveness
towards drug abuse, illegitimacy, welfare fraud, street crime, homosexuality, anti-Americanism, as well as moral anarchy among the young.
Wallace and Nixon, together with Goldwater-profiting initially
from the massive resistence to court-ordered desegregation-established a
beachhead in the South for a rapidly evolving presidential Republicanism.
Each candidate, including the nominally Democratic Wallace, went on to
contribute to a spreading Republican populism, a right-populism attractive to working and lower-middle-class voters seeking to defend themselves from the strictures of a liberal Democratic establishment.
Wallace, of all the candidates seeking to build a right coalition in
American politics, provided a sense of moral legitimacy to those whites
who felt themselves under seige in the civil rights revolution. Wallace
began the process of deflecting attention from blacks, whose own moral
claim to equality was indisputable, and instead focused the anger of displaced whites onto a newly conceptualized, liberal establishment-the
judges, lawyers, senators, newspaper editors, churchmen, and well-to-do
do-gooders who were the champions of the government-led drive to end
segregation. Wallace performed for the Republican party a critically important function, pioneering the specter of a new, hated liberal establishment to compete with the reviled corporate upper-class conservative establishment traditionally targeted by American populist politics.
Wallace, in effect, painted the national Democratic party, its elitist
cadres, and its government bureaucracies as bastions of entrenched,
arrogant privilege; a counterweight to the New Deal left-populist picture of the rich battening on the underpaid labor of the exploited working
poor.

In many respects, Ronald Reagan in his quest for the presidency consolidated, updated, and refined the right-populist, race-coded strategies of
Wallace and Nixon. The 1980s were marked less by Republican political
innovation than by the drive to adjust, renovate, and strengthen messages
established in the previous two decades. This drive, in turn, was made
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possible by the party's well-funded development of powerful new tools of
political technology: computerized direct mail, tracking polls, focus
groups, marketing techniques, and the manipulation of voter lists, of paid
and unpaid television, as well as of demographic, psychological, and geographic data.
In the 1980s, Republicans became master craftsmen, expert at the modernization of political skills introduced into campaigns a generation earlier. What stands out today even more strikingly, however, is the unintentionally cooperative role of the national Democratic party in shaping
presidential politics to the advantage of the GOP, as Democrats, over the
course of two-and-a-half decades, increased inexorably, their own vulnerability in a political debate structured around the issues of race and taxes.

The race and tax agenda was crucial to the realization of a fundamental
goal of the civil rights era Republican party: the "embourgeoisement" of a
decisive sector of previously Democratic voters. The issues of race and
taxes fostered the creation of a middle-class, anti-government, propertyholding, conservative identification among key white voters who had previously seen their interests as aligned with a downwardly-redistributive
federal government. This re-identification in the years following 1964-an
identification with the importuned rather than with the importuningwas all the more remarkable because it was not accompanied, in many
cases, by any genuine movement on the part of such voters into, or even
toward, the top half of the income distribution. The "embourgeoisement"
of working and lower-middle-class white voters was critical, nonetheless,
to the enactment during the Reagan administration of redistributive tax .
and spending legislation that shifted the rewards of government upwards,
from the bottom to the top of the income distribution.
Race and taxes-with their "values," "rights," and redistributive dimensions-functioned to force the attention of the public on the costs of
federal policies and programs. Those costs were often first experienced in
terms of loss-the loss of control over school selection, union apprenticeship programs, hiring, promotions, neighborhoods, public safety, and
even over sexual morals and a stable social order. Those losses or "costs"
were then driven home b:' rising tax burdens to pay for such services as
busing, Medicaid, subsidized public housing, law enforcement, prisons,
welfare, and new lawyers of civil rights enforcement at every level of
government.
The race and tax agenda effectively focused majority public attention
onto what government takes, rather than onto what it gives. For millions
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of white voters, whose loyalty to the Democratic party had been locked
into place by such programs as Social Security, unemployment compensation, the G.I. Bill, and federal mortgage assistance, the post-1964 policy
agenda abruptly and negatively transformed their relationship to government.
The costs and burdens of Democratic-endorsed policies seeking to
distribute economic and citizenship rights more equitably to blacks and to
other minorities fell primarily on working and lower-middle-class whites
who frequently competed with blacks for jobs and status, who lived in
neighborhoods adjoining black ghettos, and whose children attended
schools most likely to fall under busing orders.
The class-tilt of the costs of integration and of racial equality-a disproportionate share of which was borne by low and lower-middle-income
whites-turned the resentment of those white working-class voters into a
powerful mobilizing force. That resentment was increasingly amplified
and channeled by the Republican party, in the wake of the civil rights
movement, not just toward blacks, but toward Wallace's original target:
the affluent, largely white, universe of liberal "experts" who were pressing
the legal claims of blacks and other minorities-experts often sheltered, in
their private lives, and largely immune to the costs of implementing minority claims.
The vulnerability of the least-privileged whites to the full impact of the
rights-enforcement process provided an ongoing opportunity for the Republican party to reshape public opinion, as Wallace and Nixon had
demonstrated, in subtle but critically important ways. In the Wallace tradition, the Republican party was increasingly able to define the Democratic party, its intellectual allies, and the bureaucracy that enforced redistributive laws, as a new left elite-an effective alternative target, as
Wallace had shown, to the "fat cat" business class which, between 1929
and 1964, had reliably attracted the lion's share of popular resentment.
The adoption by the post-civil rights GOP of Wallace's demonized
"liberal Democratic establishment" facilitated the development of a fullblown Republican-conservative populism. A central pillar of Reagan's
success was the skill of his political entourage in manipulating the new
Republican agenda of race and taxes in order to portray the Reagan administration as protecting the working man against "big government."
Big government was painted, in turn, as fueled by Democrats seeking ever
larger infusions of revenue, not only to raise welfare payments and government salaries, but to impose racial preferences on government contracts, on college admissions, and on employment and promotion in the
public and private sectors. At the core of Republican-populist strategy was
a commitment to resist the forcing of racial, cultural and social liberalism
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on recalcitrant white, working and middle-class constituencies. Republican-populist strategies and themes were expertly wielded as recently as the
1988 campaign to repackage-and even to reconstitute-George Bush,
making possible the "popularization" of his patrician class background,
and wiping out the 17-point lead held by the Democratic nominee as late as
July of that year.

The development of a Republican populism has been reinforced both
by the strategy the party has adopted to stake out the conservative side of
racial issues, and by the changing nature of the racial issues themselves.
The GOP has positioned itself just where the overwhelming majority of
white Americans stand on racial policy: in favor of the principle of equality, but opposed to the enforcement mechanisms developed by the courts
and the federal regulatory system. Over the past twenty-five years, poll
data reveal that American voters, at least on the record, have moved
beyond passive acquiescence in the principles of racial equality, to actual
endorsement of those principles. 3 For politicians in virtually every region
of the country, a direct appeal to racism would be fatal.
The parties have sharply diverged, however, on such issues as busing
and "quotas"-race-based preferential hiring or promotion and affirmative action programs in government spending and in college admissions.
The Republican party has firmly established itself as the adversary of these
enforcement remedies. This stand places the GOP in support of the position of the majority of the white electorate, and in populist opposition to a
powerful federal judiciary and to the civil rights enforcement bureaucracy: the new "establishment."
At the same time, Republican opposition to racial preferences in hiring
or promotion or in school admissions is based on the ostensibly egalitarian
principle that merit, not special favor, should determine job advancement
and access to college-an inherently populist argument.
The Republican party, in developing a populist stance around the
issues of race and taxes, has partially resolved one of the central problems
facing a political party seeking to build a conservative majority: how to
persuade working and lower-middle-class voters to join in an alliance with
business interests and the affluent. Opposition to busing, to affirmative
action, to quotas, and to housing integration have given a segment of the
traditionally Democratic white electorate ideological common ground
with business and the affluent in shared opposition to the federal regulatory apparatus. Shared opposition to taxes provides affluent and workingclass voters-adversaries in the pre-civil rights era- with a common
ground in the fight to restrict the growth of the coercive, redistributive
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state. Under the banner of a conservative "egalitarianism," the political
right can maintain the loyalty of its low-income supporters by calling for
an end to "reverse discrimination," while simultaneously maintaining the
loyalty of the richest citizens by shaping to their advantage government
policies that provide them with the greatest economic benefits.

As the costs of political initiatives designed to promote racial equality
have grown, the national Democratic party has in a number of ways insulated itself from learning about these costs. The party has consequently
lost an opportunity to gain better control of the debate and an opportunity
to clearly understand the logistics of a modern national majority coalition.
The presidential wing of the Democratic party in the late 1960s and early
197os-the party's reform wing-enacted new rules governing the nomination process. These rules, which seemingly attempted to increase access
to the nomination process, in fact functioned to reduce the role of white
working and lower-middle-class voters-just the voters who would
become pivotal to the outcome of general elections. The presidential selection process was changed, in other words, in a way that cut off feedback
and information vital, in terms of successful general election competition,
to the party's candidates and to their managers.
The post-1968 Democratic party rules shifted power to constituencies
that with rare exception endorsed an agenda of racial, cultural, and social
liberalism, while the influence of more conservative interests, particularly
of ethnic, working-class leaders, over the selection of the Democratic
nominee was substantially reduced.
These leaders represented white voters who were on the frontlines of
urban housing integration, who were the subjects of busing orders, who
were competitors for jobs as policemen, firemen, and union craftsmen
governed by affirmative action consent decrees, and who found the liberal
Supreme Court rules on criminal rights, abortion, school prayer, busing,
and obscenity incomprehensible. These voters and their political representatives were, and still are, relegated to a largely peripheral status in the
Democratic presidential primary competition. And in the absence of these
voters from the early stages of the nomination process, Democratic presidential candidates have negotiated that process in the context of an artificially liberal and unrepresentative primary electorate which provides virtually no training for the candidates in the kinds of accommodation and
bargaining essential to general election victory.
The political isolation created by the changes in the Democratic nominating rules has coincided over the past two decades with a degree of
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self-imposed intellectual isolation and intolerance on the part of much of
the Democratic party elite-particularly the highly educated, "new class"
elite. This isolation and intolerance began to surface in the second half of
the 1960s, as many Democratic activists found themselves unable to acknowledge the political and social costs of the liberal agenda. To some
degree, events overtook the ability of the new-class, activist, reform wing
of the party to respond to the forces accompanying and unleashed by the
tide of rising expectations. The outbreak of urban rioting in the 1960s
challenged the nonviolent civil rights movement and accelerated the conservative reaction that became known as "white backlash." The enactment
of civil rights legislation and of a barrage of measures directed primarily
toward helping the black poor coincided with a sharp increase in crime
rates, particularly violent crime, in the 1960s. 4 In the same decade, evidence of the deterioration of black family life began to accumulate, as
illegitimate birthrates climbed dramatically, as single parenthood became
the norm in black communities, and as the number of households on
welfare nearly tripled. 5 Social dysfunction among those at the bottom of
the income ladder served to blot out-or at the very least, to diminishpublic recognition of the extraordinary advances of many working and
middle-class blacks in the wake of the civil rights revolution.
Black and white liberals were unable to account for the mounting
evidence of violence and social decay, evidence used by conservatives to
challenge the legitimacy both of the civil rights movement and of such
federal initiatives as the war on poverty, subsidized housing, food stamps,
Medicaid, and more generous welfare regulations. Under siege, Democratic liberalism became unreceptive, if not hostile, to new, contradictory,
and sometimes frightening information. The public repudiation of racism
and the stigmatization of overtly racist expression was a groundbreaking
achievement of the 1960s and 1970s. The repudiation of racist expression
had an unintended consequence, however, for liberalism and for much of
the Democratic party: an almost censorious set of prohibitions against
discussion of family structure among the black poor, absent fathers, crime,
lack of labor-force participation, welfare dependency, illegitimacy, and
other contentious race-freighted issues.
This refusal to address conflicting evidence-of policy failure as well
as of policy success-permitted the political right to capture the debate.
By the early 1980s, domestic policy making had become dominated by the

conservative argument that rising illegitimate birth rates, joblessness, and
welfare dependency grew out of-or were reinforced by-economic incentives to bear out-of-wedlock children and the disincentives to work
created by the Great Society.
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Declining liberal influence over the domestic policy debate meant, in
turn, that inadequate recognition was given not only to issues of structural
unemployment, low wage scales, and the global transformations that were
reshaping American industry, but that inadequate recognition was also
given to the successful role of the federal government in expanding the
black middle and upper-middle classes. These classes together grew from
just 20 percent of black households in 1940, to better than 55 percent in
1980. 6
While the black middle class grew substantially, conditions in the
predominately black and Hispanic underclass grew worse. From prisons
to welfare, the government agencies most closely tied to the problems of
poverty and of the underclass are now serving constituencies that have a
plurality of blacks. In a nation that is 12 percent black and 84 percent white,
there were more black prison inmates than white in 1986 7 and, in 1988,
more black welfare recipients than white 8 ; in 1986, 55.6 percent of all black
families with children were one-parent families headed by women 9 ; and in
1988, 63.5 percent of all black children were born out of wedlock. 10 According to figures compiled by the Department of Justice in its 1987 criminal victimization survey of 46,000 households-the survey considered by
law enforcement professionals to contain the most reliable data on race30.7 percent of violent crimes in which the race of the offender was identified by the victim were committed by blacks, and a decisive majority of
robberies, 59.9 percent, were committed by blacks. 11
For those committed to racial equality, the trends in crime, welfare
dependency, illegitimacy, drug abuse, and joblessness among the worst-off
within the black community-in the aftermath of strong anti-discrimination legislation and of expanded social-service entitlements-represent a
complex and seemingly intractable set of problems. If the Democratic
party does not become a forum for a tough-minded exploration of issues of
individual conduct, family structure, patterns of socialization, and other
so-called moral/ cultural matters-as well as a forum for exploring how
such issues interact with larger structural questions of labor markets, wage
ladders, deindustrialization, discrimination, etc.-the Democrats will remain vulnerable to challenge-both moral and economic-from the right.
The symptoms of social disorder, which the Democratic left to a large
extent has excluded from public debate for most of the past twenty-five
years, 12 and which black leaders have resisted talking about in morally
unambiguous terms, have become so severe in the nation's cities-and,
most difficult of all, so closely associated with race and with liberalismthat continued Democratic avoidance of these issues risks the national
party's already-eroded credibility with the voting majority.
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The pattern of liberal Democratic neglect of powerful and volatile
issues involving race was repeated around a second set of explosive issues,
as the party failed during the 1970s to recognize the pressure building
towards a full-scale tax revolt. Throughout that decade, inflation and real
rising incomes were combining to rapidly push Democratic voters, including many who considered themselves members of the working class,
up the bracket system of the federal tax code, forcing them to pay higher
and higher marginal rates. Many of these voters, furthermore, saw their
rising tax burdens going to finance programs disproportionately serving
black and Hispanic constituencies, programs such as low-income health
care, public and subsidized housing, the Job Corps, women and infant
nutrition programs, Head Start, food stamps, teenage pregnancy counseling, drug rehabilitation, prison cons,t ruction, and Aid to Families with
Dependent Children (AFDC) .
In the years just preceding the full-scale outbreak of the tax revolt,
when Democrats had the opportunity to adjust the tax structure to take
into account the effects of inflation, Democratic attention was diverted by
another issue altogether: Watergate. The scandals of the Nixon administration were a short-lived political bonanza for the Democratic party,
handing party activists a temporary reprieve-and a set of blinders. Those
blinders blocked from view what should have been alarming signs of tax
discontent. From 1974 to 19n, major gains in the Senate (five seats) and in
the House (a total of fifty seats in the 1974 and 1976 elections)-along with
a razor-thin presidential victory in 1976-gave the Democrats false comfort, allowing the party to continue to turn its attention away from the
issues of race, values, and taxes.
The party operated on the premise that the public response to Watergate constituted de facto assent to a liberal Democratic agenda, and that
the pursuit of such an agenda would lead the Democratic party once again
to majority status.
The pitfalls of this strategy became apparent in 1978, and even more so
in 1980, when support for the Democrats nose-dived under pressure from a
precipitously unraveling economy: unemployment by 1980 had risen to 7.1
percent; inflation had climbed as high as 13.5 percent; regular gasoline, in
the midst of spiraling energy costs and a second OPEC oil shock, had

reached $u9 a gallon up from .35 a gallon in 1970 and interest rates had
reached an extraordinary 2r.5 percent. In the elections of 1978 and 1980,
Democrats lost a combined total of fifteen Senate seats, fifty House seats,
and the presidency.
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The tax revolt, foreshadowing at the state level what would soon
become a national issue, forced its way onto the public agenda with the
passage in June 1978 of Proposition 13 in California, a referendum measure
fixing property taxes at one percent of actual value, barring any new tax
hikes, and rolling back real estate assessments to 1976 levels.
Proposition 13 provided, in miniature, an ideal polarizing mechanism
for the conservative movement: the only opponents of the tax roll-back
measure among all major demographic groups in California were blacks
and public employees. At the same time citizen hostility toward government was focused on welfare and public housing, two programs closely
associated in the public mind with blacks.
The Republican party moved swiftly to capitalize on Proposition 13,
taking the unusual step of making an official party endorsement in the
off-year elections of the Kemp-Roth 30 percent across-the-board federal
income-tax cut proposed by Republican Representative Jack Kemp of
New York and Republican Senator William Roth of Delaware. With the
endorsement of Kemp-Roth as a major new Republican policy initiative
calling for significant reductions in the levels of individual taxation, the
high-profile, anti-tax and anti-government stand of the GOP was firmly
established.

Republican ideological positions in favor of reduced taxes and curtailed government spending place the GOP in a directly adversarial position to the black community. Just as blacks have traditionally been far
more supportive of an expansive, interventionist government than whites,
they have had strong economic grounds for this position. Not only have a
much higher percentage of blacks than of whites received direct government support through welfare, food stamps, Medicaid, and other programs targeted to the poor, over the past three decades, but fully half of all
blacks holding professional and managerial-level jobs are employed by
local, state, or federal government agencies, compared to just over a quarter of whites. 1 3 Most of the expansion of black employment in the private
sector over the past twenty-five years has, furthermore, been in firms and
companies falling under the jurisdiction of the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC). 14 For blacks, then, the attack by the
GOP on government, on the taxes that support government, and on the
governmental regulatory apparatus amounted to a direct assault on the
economic underpinnings of the black community.
The relationship of blacks to the federal government, and the dependence of blacks on all levels of government for direct employment, for
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benefits, and for protection in the courts and in the workplace, reflect the
pervasive and mutually reinforcing power of a political agenda based on
race and taxes. Race and taxes have been essential, at another level as well,
to a key expansion of the Republican coalition: to the initial Republican
mobilization in the 1970s of the white fundamentalist Christian community. This mobilization was based, in part, on the willingness of the GOP
to vigorously oppose Internal Revenue Service policies prohibiting taxexempt status for the network of segregated Christian academies that have
flourished in the South in the aftermath of stringent federal integration
standards for public schools.
Race and taxes, linked together at crucial junctures throughout the
political system, have drawn into a coherent framework seemingly disparate issues and values. The forced focus by the Bush 1988 campaign of
public attention on Michael Dukakis as a "liberal" and as a "card carrying
member of the ACLU," (echoing in "card carrying" the preoccupation of
the GOP in the 1950s with Communist party membership) aimed to create
a public perception of Dukakis as the exemplar of an elite, rights-oriented,
"Harvard Yard boutique" establishment-soft on taxes, soft on "alternate
life styles," soft on criminals, soft on defense, and, by implication, soft on
social doctrines of forced equality.
The focusing of public attention by the Bush campaign on the prison
furlough of Willie Horton tapped not only voter resentment over the
prisoners' rights, prison reform, and criminal defendents' rights movements, but tapped these concerns through a particularly threatening and
dangerous archetype: of the black man as the rapist of a white woman.

The presence of race and taxes as factors touching upon almost every
domestic issue has permitted the Republican party to capitalize on legitimate public concerns in order to conceptualize and construct a majority
conservative coalition. For an electorate worried about crime, drugs, rising taxes, and the escalating costs of social-service spending, the Republican issues of strict law enforcement, tightened welfare eligibility, and a
reduced poverty-oriented entitlement sector provided ostensibly raceneutral mechanisms to appeal to racially polarized sectors of the electorate.
The power of the joined themes of race and taxes, in concert with the
suburban populism of the Republican party, and with the links of the
Democratic party to tax-consuming special-interest groups, has resulted in
a Republican credibility advantage over the national Democratic party in a
number of critical areas. The party standing firm against an array of liberal
interests seeking new sources of revenue, and standing firm against a
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redistributive federal government, is more likely to put its weight behind
tough national anti-drug, anti-crime policies than behind civil liberties or
criminal rights. The party advocating free-market rather than centralizedgovernment solutions to the problems of racial inequality, is more likely,
in this view, to be vigilant in conserving American wealth and autonomy
in the face of redistributive claims from a developing world-as vigilant as
it is in curtailing domestic social spending.
The public image of the national Democratic party as more permissive
on a wide range of domestic issues, including crime, sex, pornography,
and drugs, has coincided with a parallel image of the Democratic party as
more acquiescent to Third World and other threatening foreign interests.
The mutually reinforcing images of domestic and international permissiveness have limited the ability of the Democratic party to capitalize on
the dissolution of the Soviet Bloc and on the potential support for redirected-and in the long run possibly reduced-military spending.
Just as a significant segment of the white electorate mistrusts the ability
of the national Democratic party to administer improvements in medical
care, education, and other domestic programs-goals supported by the
public-without distributing benefits most heavily to blacks and to the
very poor, the electorate has not been prepared to trust a Democratic
president to cut back military spending while simultaneously making sure
U.S. global concerns are fully protected.
The vulnerability of the Democratic party on this score was powerfully reinforced by the January 1991 House and Senate votes granting
President Bush authority to wage war against Iraq in the Persian Gulf.
With the near-unanimous backing of the GOP, Bush won the congressional vote, but 45 out of 55 Democratic senators, and 179 out of 265 House
Democrats, voted against the war resolution. In the aftermath of Iraq's
defeat by the United States, the congressional vote emerged as documentary evidence of Democratic unwillingness to forcibly confront a Third
World dictator, and was seen by large numbers of voters as emblematic of
Democratic weakness in foreign and military affairs. By March 1991, these
developments had functioned to strengthen popular support for the Republican party, and to weaken backing for the Democratic party. When
voters were asked in a Washington Post-ABC poll on March 3 and 4, 1991,
which party they better trusted to handle the most pressing issues facing
the nation, the GOP held a decisive 13 percentage point advantage.

As race and taxes have become organizing issues, the Republican party
has achieved a substantial restructuring of the electorate in presidential
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elections. The Republican presidential coalition, which first emerged in
full force in 1972, represents an economic inversion of the New Deal coalition: as Republican presidential candidates have won the support of traditional white Democratic voters at or below the center of the income distribution, the GOP has been able to fashion a presidential voting majority
with the strongest levels of backing found among the affluent, smaller
majorities in the center, and the weakest margins of support among those
at the bottom of the ladder. This is the mirror image of the New Deal
coalition, in which a majority was built from the bottom of the income
distribution upward.
By constructing a "top-down" coalition around the issues of race ~nd
taxes, the Republican party has altered the balance of power in the traditional "have" versus " have-not" political confrontation, so that the segment of the electorate aligning and identifying with the "haves" outnumbers those aligned with the "have-nots." Insofar as the battle for
power in American elections is fought out at the margins-in the eight
elections since 1960, the winner's margin of victory has averaged 5.1 percent-the race-and-tax agenda, reinforced by culturally potent "rights"
and "values" issues, has empowered the Republican party to convert
what had been a minority coalition in presidential elections into a majority coalition.
The new Republican presidential majority does not result from the
wholesale conversion of a major segment of the American electorate, but
results instead from the piece-by-piece addition of smaller voting blocks,
from the shifting of small fractions of the total vote. There has been, for
example, what amounts to a realignment of presidential voting in Michigan, a state that voted Democratic in 1960, 1964, and 1968, but voted Republican in 1972, and in every election since then. The presidential realignment of Michigan was driven by the switched allegiance of a relatively
small slice of suburban Detroit voters, a switch resulting in large part from
an intensely bitter fight over a 1972 court-ordered plan (ultimately rejected
by the Supreme Court) to require school busing between Detroit and its
surrounding suburbs. While Detroit remained firmly Democratic, the
busing fight provoked a realignment in the working-class Detroit suburbs
that has transformed the presidential politics of the entire state for at least
the past five elections.
Similarly, in the South, the realignment of white fundamentalist
Christians between the elections of 1976 and 1980 transformed the presidential election outcome in 1980 in at least seven states. Carter carried
Alabama, Arkansas, Kentucky, Mississippi, North Carolina, South Carolina, and Tennessee in 1976, but then lost each of these states to Reagan by
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a margin of one percent or less-and therefore all of their electoral votesfour years later.
In the winner-take-all system of American politics, changing the outcome of national elections does not require huge percentage shifts within
any single voting group. Republican presidential victories have not been
dependent on the wholesale conversion, for example, of white workingclass voters to the GOP. Republican victories have instead relied on reducing or eliminating Democratic margins among white voters to the degree
necessary to convert what was a minority Republican coalition into an
election-day majority. The political manipulation of the themes of race
and taxes-and of rights and values-is designed to produce relatively
modest shifts in a political system where small movements in the electorate
. determine victory or defeat. Conservative political strategy has been aimed
at, in effect, the marginal voter. The target voter is the white, working and
lower-middle-class northern or southern populist, and the fundamental
strategy is to break him or her loose from traditional Democratic moorings.
Relatively small shifts in voter allegiance can have major consequences. As recently as the Eisenhower and Nixon administrations, the
continued presence of a majority in the electorate still committed to the
Democratic party, if not to all of its candidates, acted as a brake on conservatism, severely restricting the range of conservative policy initiatives
that could be successfully undertaken by the Republican party. Republican gains among voters over the past decade-and-a-half have severely
weakened this liberal brake, and the piece-by-piece formation of a presidential majority of "haves" has produced major policy consequences.
The resulting shift to the right has been strengthened, in turn, by the
determination of the conservative wing of the Republican party to build
the right-leaning coalition in traditional political fashion : by rewarding
the loyal and by penalizing the opposition. For the affluent, who form the
most loyal members of the new coalition, the Republican party has pressed
for enactment of tax cuts skewed in favor of those at the top of the income
distribution-from Reagan's $749 billion 1981 tax cut, to Bush's efforts to
win approval of a capital-gains tax reduction. For business, particularly
business heavily regulated by such adversarial federal agencies as the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), the Occupational Health and
Safety Administration (OSHA), the Federal Trade Commission (FTC),
and the anti-trust division of the Justice Department, the Republican party
has sought to lessen not only the tax burden, but also to substantially lessen
the regulatory burden.
The overlapping areas of domestic spending and civil rights policy
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have, at the same time, provided Republican strategists with the opportunity to reinforce the loyalty of those voters angered by social-service
spending and by what they see as unfair competitive advantages for blacks,
and to simultaneously impose penalties on the nation's most Democratic
constituencies, the poor and the black.
On this front, the success of the GOP in transforming spending and
other race-relevant policies of the federal government has been politically
impressive. From 1980 to 1988, for example, discretionary domestic spending as a share of the gross national product was cut by 33.9 percent. 15 The
Reagan Justice Department during this period committed itself to dismantling much of the federal civil rights regulatory structure and became the
systematic adversary of busing and of affirmative action. The steady
stream of conservative Republican appointments to the Supreme CourtRehnquist, O'Connor, Scalia, and Kennedy-bore fruit in 1989 with a
series of five rulings that weakened the legal position of minority and
women plaintiffs bringing job discrimination suits, strengthened the
leverage of white employees in negotiations over affirmative action consent decrees, and threatened the future of minority contracting "set-aside"
programs developed by state and local governments. 16
In terms of straightforward economic rewards, the Republican-dominated decade of the 1980s produced one of the most dramatic redistributions of income in the nation's history. While overall family after-tax income rose by 15.7 percent, the income of families in the bottom decile fell
by I0-4 percent, from $4 791 to $4,295 (in constant 1990 dollars) while the
income of those in the top one percent rose by 87.1 percent, from $213,675 to
$399,697. 17
The configuration of elections into majority "top-down" versus minority "bottom-up" confrontations, in effect, permits the GOP to perform
the basic function of a political party far more effectively than its Democratic opponents. From 1968 to 1988-the twenty years since the race, tax,
and rights agenda superseded an agenda of traditional economic liberalism-the Democratic party has been unable, with the exception of the
Carter victory of 1976, to develop a strategy that mobilizes a majority of the
electorate in behalf of its presidential candidate.
The building of a majority top-down coalition (incorporating whites
from the lower-middle through the upper classes), versus a minority alli1

ance of blacks, Hispanics, the poor, the discriminated-against, and dimin-

ishing numbers of whites (excepting a block of well-educated liberals) has
proven to be a gold mine for GOP media specialists. Television commercials developed by the Reagan and Bush campaigns, and the institutional
television advertising produced by the Republican National Committee
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throughout the 1980s, crafted powerful campaign messages out of seemingly innocent images of pastoral middle-class life-as in the "It's Morning Again in America" advertisements of the 1984 Reagan campaign. Such
a marketing strategy works on the assumption that, buried in the heart of
the majority electorate, lies a conviction, sometimes explicit, sometimes
implicit, about the values of the Republican party: that the GOP and its
presidential candidates are aligned with the fuhdamental values of the
American middle class, and that the Democratic party and its presidential
candidates are not.

The 1980 election, unlike previous Republican victories-Eisenhower
in 1952 or Nixon in 1968-presented the first successful substantive ideological challenge to New Deal liberalism since its beginnings in 1932. In the
struggle of the Republican party to achieve majority status, all of the
factors favoring partisan realignment coalesced. The tax revolt had by 1980
spread far beyond California's borders; inflation, high interest rates, and
unemployment had seriously eroded public trust in the Democratic party
to produce prosperity; and the capture of fifty-three American hostages in
Iran, the second OPEC oil shock, and the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan,
suggested that American international interests were not secure in the
hands of a Democratic administration. The 1980 election-in which the
GOP took control of the Senate, picked up 35 House seats to gain defacto
control of the House, and won 302 state senate and state house seatsrepresented a repudiation of the national Democratic party that offered
the GOP the opportunity to secure a solid majority base in the electorate.
The Republican party won a mandate in 1980 to redirect the course of
public policy, and the Reagan administration immediately capitalized on
that mandate to win enactment both of the 1981 Conable-Hance tax cut and
of the Gramm-Latta budget cuts-major legislation that undermined the
liberal principles of progressive taxation and substantially eroded the
Great Society programs of the 1960s.

It is one of the ironies of modern politics that it took monetary policies
set in motion in 1979 by Paul Volcker, Carter's chairman of the Federal
Reserve Board, to stall the newly ascendant GOP and to decisively set
back the conservative Republican realignment-monetary policies designed by a Democratic administration to wring rampant inflation out of
the economy; policies that led to the brutal recession of 1981-82, with its
factory closings, farm bankruptcies, and unemployment rates of ro.5 per-
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cent in the month before the 1982 midterm elections.
The loss of conservative momentum during the 1981-82 recession gave
the Democratic party the opportunity to regroup. Throughout the 1980s,
Democrats learned to use the power of incumbency aggressively, in order
to insulate the party from unfavorable trends in public opinion. Incumbency not only gave Democrats access to campaign contributions to
tighten control on elective office-access which they learned surprisingly
late to take full advantage of-but incumbency also gave them the power
to draw U.S. House and state legislative districts favorable to the election
of Democrats.
Democratic strategists now privately acknowledge that their control
of a majority of legislatures and governorships in 1981 produced postcensus congressional redistricting that gave the party control of twenty to
twenty-five House seats, most of which would have gone to Republicans
had lines been neutrally drawn.
Democratic regrouping in the early 1980s did not, however, involve a
serious reassessment of the role of race, rights, or taxes in the collapse of
the liberal presidential coalition. Nor did the Democrats make a serious
attempt to develop the kinds of policies and political strategies that maintain the allegiance of the poor and of the working class, while muting
cultural and values conflicts, racial conflict, and distributional competition. Instead, Democratic party reorganization during the 1980s in many
respects involved an intensification of dependence on special interests.
House Democrats, recognizing the threat to their power represented
by the 1980 election, sought in the wake of that defeat to enlarge and
expand the protective fortress around each Democratic incumbent.
Wielding the power of incumbency, House Democrats used implied
threats of reprisal, along with numerous concessions to big business, to
break the allegiance of the corporate political action committee (PAC)
community to the GOP. By 1988, House Democratic incumbents had
become, for the first time, more dependent on PACs for financial support
than on individual donors.
In securing their hold on Congress, House Democrats, in the course of
the 1980s, increasingly became prisoners of the Washington power structure, a dangerous dependence as the public became more and more distrustful of a national policy driven by negotiations between Washingtonbased interests. The combination of gerrymandered districts with the reli-

ance of House Democrats on PA Cs and on the perquisites of office meant
that the bastion of Democratic strength in Washington was in danger of
losing its credibility as a legitimate representative of majority will. Once
the party of reform, the national Democrats became by the late 1980s
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vulnerable to a Republican reform assault, reflected in part by GOP ethics
challenges to a number of elected Democrats, including former House
Speaker Jim Wright of Texas, Representative Barney Frank of Massachusetts, and former House majority whip Tony Coelho of California.
As Democratic hegemony eroded, and as conflicts over race, rights,
and values fractured the once deeply felt loyalty of a plurality of voters to
the national Democratic party, Democratic members of the House were
forced to rely excessively on an essentially corrupt system of campaign
finance, on gerrymandering, on pork-barrel spending, on weak Republican challengers, and on assorted manipulations of the elective process in
order to thwart continuing ideological and demographic shifts favoring
their opponents.
Democratic dependence on special interests has seriously inhibited the
ability of the party to implement innovatively its commitment to America's wage earners, both white and black. The disproportiate influence of
special interests has affected not only the economic policy positions but
the overall image presented to the public by the national Democratic establishment.
Finally, the dependence on special interests has significantly restricted
the range of Democratic responses to a political force of vastly increasing
importance over the past fifteen years: the globalization of the economy.
The growth of international competition has directly assaulted a traditional province of the Democratic Party: protective measures designed to
insulate vulnerable constituencies from the most destructive elements of
unrestrained competition. These measures had amounted over time to a
strategy for directing rising wages and steadily improving living conditions toward working-class voters. Democrats had been relatively successful since the New Deal in protecting unions from unbridled competition
through a network of regulations and laws, including the National Labor
Relations Act and the Davis-Bacon Act. 18 The Democratic party had,
furthermore, supported affirmative action, itself a form of protectionist
intervention into employment and job promotion markets. In an expanding economy, as long as competition had been largely confined to the
territorial United States, these strategies were politically defensible.
As competition became international, however-as factories and production facilities moved to Mexico or overseas, and as corporations and
capital traveled at a keystroke from one hemisphere to another-many of
the protectionist policies of the Democratic party became futile, and in
some cases dangerous to core constituencies.
The failure of Democratic economic policies, and the accompanying
political liabilities, became most acute during the Carter years, when the
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overseas challenge to the domestic auto and steel industries erupted. The
economic devastation to Detroit, Cleveland, Buffalo, Pittsburgh, Wheeling (West Virginia), and Birmingham-devastation stretching across the
rust and steel belts-was catastrophic to the legitimacy of the national
Democratic party. The collapse of heavily unionized industries and the
recession of 1980 marked the first substantial Democratic party failure to
protect its own voters at the most important level_.:_that of jobs and
wages-since the origin of the New Deal coalition.
As House Democrats became dependent on the universe of Washington-based special interests-a universe of interests, epitomized by PACs,
generally seeking to preserve existing power arrangements and to prevent
innovation-the ability of the Democratic party to respond imaginatively
and effectively to the challenge of globalization was limited. In a period of
retrenchment, the best organized interests are just those seeking to preserve the status quo; the best organized interests in this case were those
dominating the Washington PAC community, a community that had
begun, in the early 1980s, to channel more cash to the Democrats. In the
process, the Democratic party compounded the loss it had incurred during
the Carter years, the loss of perhaps its most precious commodity: the trust
of the public in the ability of Democrats to handle the nation's economy.
Throughout the later half of the 1980s, the public in poll after poll was
more willing to entrust Republicans with responsibility to provide economic security than the Democrats, and the public saw the GOP as better
equipped to represent the interests of the middle classes. 19 The Republican
party only began to lose this advantage in 1990 when Bush abandoned his
"read my lips-no new taxes" pledge and signed legislation aimed at reducing the federal defecit-legislation to cut spending and raise a broad
range of federal taxes.

In many respects, the political consequences of a globalized economy
provide a case study of how race interacts catalytically with seemingly
race-neutral developments to produce a powerful reaction. Consider, for
example, the Detroit metropolitan area, a heavily black city surrounded by
largely white, working-class, once-firmly Democratic suburbs. From the
time of the Detroit riots of 1967, through years when a deeply controversial busing proposal appeared likely to force cross-county student trans-

fers, Democratic voting among the white working class steadily eroded. It
was when the domestic automobile industry began to collapse in the late
1970s, however, in large part as a result of international competition, that
an economic element was added to the persistent racial tension. Studies of
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the white voters of Macomb County and other suburbs, neighborhoods
often dominated by United Auto Workers and auto-industry retirees,
found an explosive anger at blacks and at Democratic regimes perceived
by such white voters as favoring blacks and as redistributing declining
resources to blacks. 20
Not only in Detroit, but in every beleaguered industrial center, political messages began to be read through a "racial filter." Democratic rhetoric focusing on "fairness" was interpreted by key white voters as meaning
"fairness to blacks"-fairness financed with tax dollars extracted from the
stagnating and inflation-pinched paychecks of working whites. Already
torn loose from their Democratic moorings by the racial, cultural, and
values conflicts of the 1960s and 1970s, these key voters-soon to be known
as "Reagan Democrats" -were further propelled into the arms of the
GOP by international economic change; such voters, perceiving themselves as buffeted by economic threat, would come to embrace the GOP at
the presidential level, and would periodically abandon their Democratic
roots in contests for lower office.

The conflation of rising tax burdens, racial conflict, cultural change,
and resource competition has been intensified by the growing public attention paid to the emergence of a heavily black underclass. At a time
when the expansion of both the stable black working class and of the black
middle class is functioning to cement black-white cooperation and to
break up racial stereotypes, the underclass is serving at the other extreme,
in the eyes of key voters, to counteract black success and to reinforce the
most negative racial stereotypes.
As politics increasingly reflect a struggle over hotly contested cultural
and moral values, and at a time when just under 50 percent of the nation's
population live in the twenty largest metropolitan areas, 21 the urban underclass has become a driving force, giving much of the "values" debate a
racial cast. The underclass, and the desperate tide of black illegitimacy,
joblessness, poverty, crime, and welfare dependency in most of the nation's major cities, represent, for many Americans, the most significant
and seemingly intractable challenge to traditional majoritarian values.
These values, in turn, touch directly on voters' emotionally charged convictions about community, duty, the law, work, the family, sexual conduct, and social responsibility.
Insofar as the national Democratic party, in order to avoid divisive
conflict, ignores or neglects majoritarian values issues, Democrats become
increasingly vulnerable to accusations of elitism on the one hand, and to
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charges of moral indifference, on the other- and, finally, to allegations
that Democrats are potentially dangerous to America's hard-won competitive leadership position in the world.

As politics are now structured, the pressures for the aggravation of
racial conflict are in many respects intensifying. The main force behind
the perpetuation of such conflict is the continuing growth of the predominately white suburbs, and the declining political importance of increasingly black and Hispanic central cities. The election of 1992 will be the first
in the nation's history in which the suburban vote will constitute an absolute majority. The consequences of this development cannot be overestimated.
At the most critical level, the emergence of a suburban voting majority,
often encircling center cities, means that the jurisdictional border between
city and county-a boundary with an increasingly minority-dominated,
Democratic urban electorate on one side, and a largely white, Republicanleaning suburban electorate on the other-will play a larger and larger
role in determining the outcome of national elections.
Just as America's suburbs are becoming functionally independent of
center cities, and newly rich in commercial services-with suburban lawyers, doctors, accountants, industrial parks, suppliers, shopping malls, office complexes, hospitals, tennis courts, swimming pools, movie theaters,
book stores, and restaurants supplying local consumer needs-suburban
voters are also increasingly able to provide for their civic needs through
locally based taxes. These locally raised and locally spent taxes will not
flow through what are seen by many suburbanites as wasteful Washington
bureaucracies and their voracious clienteles.
In the past, public concern over issues such as education, recreation,
and the quality of municipal services could be taken advantage of, in political terms, to build a national consensus in support of an activist federal
government. Now, the growth of suburbia and of suburban government
provides a means to address public concerns, while confining services and
benefits to local residents. Affluent counties such as Fairfax (Virginia),
Dupage (Illinois), Cobb (Georgia), Montgomery (Maryland), and Orange
(California), are the new power centers of American politics. These counties provide avenues for their affluent and middle-class citizens to fulfill
civic, social, and communitarian goals through what are often, in effect,
racially exclusionary local policies and initiatives.
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Partisan competition for the votes of black America has been absent for
over a generation, and its absence has corrupted both parties. For the
Democratic party, a secure base of support among black voters has stifled
innovation, and has eliminated pressure to develop policies that productively reinforce the loyalty of the party's most reliable electorate. The
GOP, in turn, has built its success for the past twenty-five years on the
basis of racial and cultural flight from the Democratic party, becoming in
the process a de facto white party.
Partisan competition is perhaps the most effective mechanism with
which to force an assault on the problems of poverty, of the underclass, of
the working poor, and on such long-range issues as the globalization of the
economy. The political marketplace can be a profoundly generative arena
and the importance of a healthy partisan competition cannot be overestimated. The failure of the political system to function as a generative force
is reflected in part in the deterioration of conditions-of economic security, family, and employment-for those in the bottom third of the income
distribution for nearly two decades.
The source of this failure is complex. From the 1930s to the mid-196os, a
period during which the beneficiaries of liberalism were in fact primarily
white and constituted a majority of working men and women, the drive to
empower those on the margins invigorated liberal Democratic politics. By
the 1960s, however, liberalism had begun to press an agenda that increasingly targeted benefits to minorities and provoked often divisive reactions-including cultural and racial antagonisms, anger over reverse discrimination as well as over threatened white hegemony, fear of crime, and
distress at continued family dissolution. The struggle to expand and enforce citizenship and constitutional rights became, by the late 1960s, a
source of bitter, often subterranean, conflict, dividing rather than
strengthening the once-powerful political coalition dominated by those at
the bottom.
With liberal constituencies divided, conservatism-committed to protecting the affluent and to dismantling the political alliances of the "havenots"-is under pressure to mine for profit both racial conflict and the
social dysfunction of the very poor, as well as to aggressively adopt positions that capitalize on liberal conflict.
The cold reality is that the presidential realignment of the electorate
that began after the election of 1964 has created a politics in which neither
national party effectively represents the shared economic interests of the
poor and o(the working and lower-middle classes. The Democratic party,
and many of the voters who traditionally support liberal ideologies and
institutions, have been badly wounded by the politics of race, rights, and
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taxes-and by the dynamic way that these issues have interacted to create
a powerful nexus of liabilities for a center-left coalition.
Over the past twenty-five years, liberalism has evaded taking on, and
learning from, the experience of voter rejection, as institutional power and
a sequence of extraneous events-ranging from Watergate to the 1981-82
recession-have worked to prop up the national Democratic party. For
the current cycle to reach completion, and for there to be a breakthrough
in stagnant partisan competition, it may be that the Democratic party
must go through the kind of nadir-intra-party conflict, challenge to ideological orthodoxy, in short, a form of civil war-experienced by the GOP
and the right in the 1960s; that recapturing the ability to build a winning
alliance requires learning the full meaning of defeat, developing a conscious awareness of precisely what the electorate will politically support,
what it will not, and when-if ever-something more important is at
stake.

8
AConservative Policy
Majority

l : E INCREASING idcologic•I •nd rnci•I pol.cizotion of the electorate had as early as 1968 and 1972 demonstrated the power of a strong
emphasis on social issues to produce a conservative election-day majority.
In the second half of the 1970s, social and racial issues meshed with the tax
revolt and with the political mobilization of the corporate sector to produce a powerful engine propelling substantive change in economic and
regulatory policy.
Working-class whites and corporate CEOs, once adversaries at the
bargaining table, found common ideological gr<?und in their shared hostility to expanding government intervention; these former antagonists
joined forces across traditional class lines to form the core of a center-right
majority that survived past election day to become a driving force in support of conservative policy retrenchmen t.
The ideological convergence between, on the one hand, free-market
doctrine promoted by the business-financed conservative movement and,
on the other hand, the goals of whites seeking a roll-back of civil rights
policies (such as affirmative action and busing), and of costly means-tested
programs (such as welfare and food stamps)-together created the circumstances for a vigorous cross-class alliance. Business interests and key elements of the white, working and middle classes sought a major retraction
of the regulatory state, with economic conservatives viewing government
intervention as a source of market inefficiencies, and with segments of the
lower and middle-class white community viewing government intervention as a threat to schools, jobs, unions, neighborhoods, families and to a
range of cherished values.
154
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Both factions of the cross-class coalition sought lowered tax burdens,
and joined in the ongoing polarization of taxpayers versus tax recipients.
Both factions of the coalition shared a common vision of the federal government as the source of costs and burdens-unjustifiable on either economic or social grounds-and both factions saw the liberal federal judiciary serving as the coercive agent of government and as the linchpin of
social change, imposing resented, unjust, and unnecessary burdens.
This ideological convergence permitted the Republican party to expand beyond its traditional base, a base which had been dominated by the
affluent, and beyond a temporary election-day majority to establish a sustained policy majority. In direct contrast to the Democratic party's New
Deal "bottom-up" coalition, in which voters in the bottom third of the
income distribution voted Democratic by the strongest margins, the new
Republican· presidential majority was a "top-down" coalition, in which
voters in the top third cast the strongest margins for the GOP.
This Republican cross-class alignment laid the foundation for the enactment in 1981 of the first major retrenchment of the liberal government
policies of the New Deal and of the Great Society. The alignment of
business, the affluent, and moderate-income whites produced a right-leaning coalition that established a political base of support for the adoption of
upwardly redistributive tax and spending policies.
Substantial segments of the white working and lower-middle class
found common ground with business and with the well-to-do in support
of an agenda that not only shifted government benefits from those at the
bottom of the income distribution to those at the top (benefits valuable to
the traditional constituencies of the GOP); but, equally important, an
agenda that addressed the concerns of the lower and middle-income white
voting majority, by slowing, and sometimes reversing, the "downward"
redistribution of benefits to blacks, minorities, and to other previously
excluded or disadvantaged groups, many of which had recently emerged
into the competition for public goods under the aegis of the rights revolution.

The Republican drive to curtail government intrusion in the conduct
of American business, and to curtail the "anti-corporate" and pro-regulatory bias of the Democratic party, dovetailed with Republican determina-

tion to end "reverse discrimination." This determination became emblematic of policies designed not only to halt the redistribution
downwards of tangible benefits, including income and job access, but
also of intangible benefits, including cultural hegemony, prestige, authority, and social space-in civic life, in schools, in the workplace, in
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residential neighborhoods, and in the broader society.
At the same time, the surge in urban-ghetto crime rates, illegitimacy,
drug abuse, and welfare dependency served as a sledge hammer, crushing
liberal instincts among many voters. At the extreme, in a white community like New York's Canarsie, surrounded by the slums of Brownsville,
Flatbush, and East New York, once liberal Jews together with more conservative Italians shifted sharply to the right in the years leading up to the
1980 election. Racial tension in Canarsie produced open expression of
bitterness over threatened values, neighborhoods, community, and perceptions of well-being-expression that, if manifested and experienced
less virulently elsewhere, nonetheless characterized a common aspect of
white backlash.
Yale sociologist ]onathan Rieder described the climate of opinion he
found in the late 1970s when he lived and worked among residents of
Brooklyn's white urban ethnic enclaves:
Canarsie's image of ghetto culture crystalized out of all the visual gleanings,
fleeting encounters, and racist presumptions. Lower class blacks lacked industry, lived for momentary erotic pleasure, and, in their mystique of soul, glorified the fashions of a high-stepping street life. The hundreds of thousands of
female-headed minority households in New York City, and the spiraling rate
of illegitimate births, reinforced the impression that ghetto women were immoral. ... Racism, which primed whites to select fragments of reality that
confirmed their prejudgments, accounts for a good measure of such distorted
and mean-spirited claims. But that interpretation suffers from at least three
drawbacks. First, it neglects the social forces that shape racial judgments.
Canarsians' obsession with the worst in ghetto life reflected ghetto realities: a
high proportion of lower-class blacks and soaring rates of drug addiction,
family breakdown, and criminality .... A second problem with the emphasis
on racism is that it neglects the cultural rule that breaches of moral norms
must be punished. When provincial Jews and Italians recoiled from the riven
families of the ghetto, they were prisoners of ancient notions of right as well as
vituperative passion. "The blacks have ten kids to a family," the Italian wife of
a city worker observed .... " Bring up a few, give them love and education."
.. . The final drawback of the emphasis on racism is that it downplays the
desire, which was contained in all the racial classify ing, to decipher enigmas.
It is hard to exaggerate the bewilderment Canarsians felt when they considered the family patterns of the ghetto. To be without a family in southern Italy
"was to be truly a non-being, un saccu vacante (an empty sack) as Sicilians say,
un nuddu miscatu cu niente (a nobody mixed with nothing) ....
The immediacy of the dangers of place was ominous for the vitality of the
New Deal coalition. Even where the new obsessions did not undermine liberal economic beliefs, closeness to the ghetto created new concerns which
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overshadowed the old ones or made them seem dreamily remote ... .
A city worker, practically beside himself, exploded, "These welfare people
get as much as I do and I work my ass off and come home dead tired. " ...
Canarsians spoke about crime with more unanimity than they achieved on
any other subject, and they spoke often and forcefully. Most had a favorite
story of horror. A trucker remembered defecating in his pants a few years
earlier when five black youths cornered him on an elevator and placed a
knifeblade against his throat. "They got $200 and a gold watch. They told me,
'Listen you white motherfucker, you ain't calling the law.' I ran and got in my
car and set off the alarm. A group of blacks got around the car. If anybody
made a move, I'd have run them over. The police came and we caught one of
them. The judge gave them a fucking two-year probation." The experience
left an indelible imprint. He still relived the humiliation of soiling himself. 1

An unbridgeable gulf separated the residents of Canarsie from the
continuing agenda of the Democratic party and of key black leaders. The
intensely held belief among Carnarsians, that they were the victims of
black oppression and of a government favoring blacks over whites, rendered impossible even consideration of the views of many black leaders
that white racism was the central fact of life determining ghetto outcomes.
"[R]acial discrimination is deeply rooted in the structure of American
institutions. In many cases those in power in these institutions profit from
the maintenance of racial discrimination, for it is to their economic advantage," wrote Alphonso Pinkney, a black sociologist at Hunter College, in
1984, "[that] the long-standing problems of poverty, unemployment, job
discrimination, inadequate housing and barriers to education continue to
reinforce the subordinate position of Afro-Americans. Deeply ingrained
white racism serves to justify the oppression of blacks." 2
The divide was even wider between white Canarsians and more radical black thinkers. Manning Marable, director of the African and Hispanic
Studies Program at Colgate University, wrote in 1985:
At the heart of Black politics is a series of crimes: the brutal exploitation of
human and natural resources of the African continent; the perpetuation of
chattel slavery and the transatlantic slave-trade for nearly four centuries; the
sexual abuse, rape and physical oppression of Black women; the lynching,
assassination and castration of Black men; the denial of basic human rights and
simple dignity which have been given to others without question; the imposition of educational institutions which fetter the mind and crush the spirit; the
confiscation of billions of hours' worth of unpaid or low-paid labor-power in
the process of capitalist production; the attempted obliteration or distortion of
indigenous cultural, religious and social institutions among African people;
the expropriation of our land and economic institutions. 3
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Conservative economic doctrine and an ascendant right-populism provided the ideological foundation used by the Reagan administration to
define and win approval of an agenda that effectively joined the interests of
business and of moderate-income whites-two groups that had often been
at loggerheads in the politics of the New Deal-behind policies that simultaneously shifted benefits back from the bottom to the top and from blacks
to whites. Race provided conservatism with an essential ingredient in
overcoming class differences between segments of the white electorate, in
establishing an ideologically coherent structure of rewards in actual policy, and in creating, for the first time in fifty years, a sustainable national
majority.
Racial polarization, in effect, helped create a political climate receptive
to an economic agenda based on the conservative principle that sharply
increasing incentives and rewards for those people and interests at the top
of the economic py ramid and decreasing government support for those at
the bottom would combine to spur economic expansion and growth. To
the degree that divisions between blacks and whites overlapped di visions
between the poor and the affiuent, between the dependent and the successful, and between city and suburb, race became an ally of conservatism.
Insofar as those in the bottom quintile of the income distribution can
be identified as disproportionately black and Hispanic-making possible
the isolation of the poor as conceptually separable from the white majority-racial polarization facilitates the enactment of regressive redistributional policies. And insofar as the government programs serving those in
the bottom of the income distribution simultaneously divide the poor from
the working class and black from white, those programs are highly vulnerable to conservative assault.
The intensity of white opposition to government programs associated
with the poor and minorities, to rising tax burdens, and to a civil rights
regulatory agenda imposing costs on whites had profound consequences
for both elective politics and for public policy. In elective politics, the
growing identification of government intervention and activism with racial intervention and activism helped to splinter the economic base of the
Democratic coalition. In terms of policy, these racial divisions helped to
open the door for the Republican party to enact a conservative economic
agenda and to reward its own establishment constituencies, the affiuent
and business.
For the two generations before the 1980 election, the underlying
strength of the New Deal coalition, of the Democratic loyalties of the
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electorate, and of economic liberalism had created an insurmountable obstacle to conservatism. In the sixteen years during which the GOP had
control of the White House between the elections of Herbert Hoover and
Ronald Reagan (1953-1961 and 1969-19n, including two years of Republican control of both branches of Congress in 1953-1955) the GOP was effectively barred by the liberal tilt of the electorate from making any substantial effort to cut social spending, to reduce the power of the regulatory
state, or to make the tax system less progressive.
The liberal "brake" within the electorate acted, until 1980, as a constraint on conservatism. Nixon not only acceded to a wide range of liberal
Democratic initiatives regulating the environment and the workplace, for
example, but he very explicitly recognized, in 1972, the underlying
strength and appeal of liberalism and of the traditional Democratic
party-while ducking the liabilities of the Republican label-when he
ordered campaign aides to "avoid 'Republican' everywhere," to never use
the words "Republican" and "Democrat"-" Don't blame the Democrats .
. . . Call them McGovernites." 4
In the first year of the Reagan administration, there were no such
constraints-on language or on policy. Changes in federal law enacted
under the direction of the Reagan administration dramatically reshaped
the tax burden for different income and racial groups. From 1980 to 1985,
the combined effective tax rate-including federal income, Social Security, excise, and corporate taxes-rose sharply for the bottom 20 percent of
all households, going from 8-4 to 10.6 percent; and dropped most precipitously for those in the top 20 percent, from 27.3 to 24 percent. For those in
between-the middle 60 percent-tax rates changed by much smaller percentages.
In dollar terms, these changes meant that by 1985, the average family in
the bottom quintile making $6,320 paid $137 more in taxes under the laws
of that year than it would have if the 1980 law had remained unchanged.
Those families in the top quintile, with an average income of $16,137 in
1985, paid $2,531 less in 1985 taxes as a result of changes in the tax law. 5 This
regressive redistribution was achieved in large part through enactment of
the 1981 tax cut-the centerpiece of the Reagan revolution. The 1981 measure, cutting taxes by $749 billion over five years, was skewed in favor of
the affluent and corporations, and allowed taxes on the working poor to
rise by failing to adjust for inflation two key elements of tax law designed
to help those on the bottom rungs: the earned income tax credit and the
standard deduction. This regressivity was then compounded by increases
in the Social Security payroll tax, which not only has no progressive rate
structure but which provides no standard deduction.
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Looking at these figures in terms of their racial impact, the 1981-82
changes in federal tax burdens meant that in 1985, 364 percent of all black
households and 28.7 percent of Hispanic households fell into the category
forced to pay higher federal taxes-the bottom quintile-compared to just
18.2 percent of white households. Conversely, 21.4 percent of white households were in the top quintile getting the largest tax cuts, compared to
only 9 percent of all black households and 10.9 percent of Hispanic households. 6
When these figures are tabulated against actual voting and voter turnout patterns for different racial and income groups, the partisan advantage
to the GOP of reducing the progressivity of the tax structure becomes
apparent. In 1980, a total of 85.5 million people voted, but, because 78
percent of the registered well-to-do voters turned out and only 54 percent
of the registered poor turned out, the top quintile of the income distribution produced an estimated 20.1 million votes, and the bottom quintile
produced only lJ.9 million votes, a difference of 6.2 million. Taking the
Reagan administration's tax policies from 1980 to 1985, and calculating the
partisan allegiances of whites, blacks, and Hispanics in the top and bottom
quintiles, then produces the results shown in Tables 8-1 and 8-2.
Tables 8.1 and 8.2 illustrate how a policy of raising tax rates on the
bottom quintile and lowering rates on the top quintile helps Republicans
and hurts Democrats. Such a policy, in addition, hurts both blacks and
Hispanics, while helping whites. For Democrats, the policy is a net setback, because there are 1.14 million more "losers" among Democratic voters than winners (7.14 million "winners" in the top quintile subtracted
from 8.28 million "losers" in the bottom quintile) . For the GOP, the policy

TABLE

8.1

The Losers-The Racial and Partisan Makeup of Those Who Paid
Higher Taxes
(These people fell into the bottom quintile of the income distribution with an
average family income in 1985 of $6,230. They paid a tax increase of $137 as a
result of legislative action.)
Democrats

Whites

Republicans

5.3 million

5.1 million

Blacks

2.5 million

0.2 million

Hispanics

0.48 million

0.32 million

Total

8.28 million

5.62 million
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TABLE 8 . 2

The Winners-The Partisan and Racial Make-up of Those Who
Received Tax Cuts
(These people fell into the top quintile with an average family income in 1985
of $76,137. They received a tax cut averaging $1,51J.)
Democrats

Republicans

Whites

6.0 million

12 .7 million

Blacks

0.9 million

0.1 million

Hispanics

0.24 million

0.16 million

Total

7. 14 million

12.96 million

produces 7.34 million more "winners" than "losers" (12.96 million taxpayers in the top brackets and 5.62 million in the bottom rungs of the income
distribution). In a reflection of how race, partisanship, and policy all work
together, the table also demonstrates that 1.7 million more blacks are further into the red ,than those who come out ahead, as are 400,000 Hispanics.
In contrast, a net of 8.3 million whites come out ahead under the tax
changes enacted between 1980 and 1985. The adoption of redistributional
policies transferring tax benefits from blacks to whites, simultaneously
transfers benefits from Democrats to Republicans.
The politics of the Reagan administration's budget cuts paralleled administration policy on taxation. At the simplest level, it is clear that by
targeting cuts at such programs as AFDC and food stamps, the Reagan
administration was able to place the burden of spending reductions most
heavily on minority populations.
There are a number of ways to look at the racial composition of the
groups that faced the most severe budget cuts. In terms of the race of those
receiving welfare and food stamps, whites constitute fewer than 50 percent
of recipients, in both cases. As of 1988, 47 percent of food stamp recipients
were white, 36.1 percent black, and 12.7 percent Hispanic. The rest were
Asian, Pacific Islanders, American Indians, and other minorities.8 Families
receiving AFDC in 1988 were 40 percent black, 39 percent white, 16 percent Hispanic, and the remaining 5 percent were Asian, American Indian,
and other minorities.9
These data are often used by liberal proponents of social service programs to show that whites comprise a substantial portion of the recipients
of means-tested programs, contrary to the perception of many that such
programs serve overwhelmingly black and Hispanic clienteles. For the
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Republican party, however, which receives almost no support from
blacks, a different political calculus comes into play. While roughly equal
numbers of black and white households receive welfare, the 1.54 million
black households receiving AFDC are a major percentage of the black
community: 15.5 percent of the 9.9 million black households, with the
proportion of black households receiving food stamps being even larger,
26 percent. Conversely, the 1.5 million w hite households receiving AFDC
make up just 2 percent of all white households, and just 4.6 percent of all
white households get food stamps. Hispanic households fall onto a middle
ground between blacks and whites: 9.7 percent of Hispanic households
receive welfare, and 15.2 percent get food stamps, based on 1988 data. 10
Cuts in welfare, then, affect only two of every wo white households,
but fifteen of every wo black households, and ten of every wo Hispanic
households. Food stamp cuts affect nine in IOO white households, but
twenty-six of every wo black households, and fifteen of every wo Hispanic
households. Among whites, receipt of food stamps is the exception, and an
attempt to cut the number of recipients is of no direct economic consequence to the overwhelming majority of white voters. A cut in welfare or
food stamps may prick the conscience of some whites, but for the overwhelming majority, it does not touch their wallets. Among blacks, food
stamps are a source of support for over a quarter of the population, and
welfare provides income to more than a seventh of all black households.
Cutting welfare and food stamps, then, is a very low-cost proposition
to the Republican party which in 1980 presidential election received only
1.3 percent of its votes from blacks. Such cuts, however, impose a high cost
on Democratic constituents; in the 1980 presidential contest, Jimmy Carter
got 25.5 percent of his votes from blacks. 11

The same racial-political calculus can be applied to the overall strategy
of the Reagan administration to cut back the size of the domestic arm of
government and to increase the size of the defense sector. As a basic source
of employment, government at the city, state, and federal level is far more
important to blacks than to w hites, especially for good, high-wage jobs.
Overall in 1980, a significantly larger percentage of working blacks, 22.5
percent, had government jobs than whites, 15.3 percent. This disparity
becomes even sharper w hen the racial pattern of employment in managerial and professional jobs-the best paying and most prestigious jobs-is
examined. Of all blacks with jobs at this level in 1980, fully 53-5 percent
were employed by government, at the federal , state, or local levels; for
whites, the percentage was just 27.5 percent. 12
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These figures reflect one aspect of the strong economic basis for the
exacerbated ideological and political conflict that characterized the relationship of the Reagan administration with blacks. For Reagan to propose
cutting the size of the federal government represented a direct assault on a
core source of quality employment for blacks. The assault is all the more
sharply defined by the employment patterns of key federal agencies and
departments: the major departments in which the Reagan administration
sought to make cuts employed blacks at higher rates than the federal government as a whole; while the Defense Department, which received major
budget increases under Reagan, employs blacks in civilian jobs at a rate
well below the federal average.
In 1982, for example, the overall rate of black employment in the federal
government was 16.97 percent. At the Department of Defense, however,
the civilian rate of black employment was 12.5 percent. In contrast, in
departments that experienced staff reductions, the rate of black employment was far above average: Education, 35.9 percent black; General Services Administration, 3+1 percent; Health and Human Services, 24-7 percent; Housing and Urban Development, 25.1 percent; and Labor, 22.5
percent. 13
The consequences of public policy during the Reagan administration
for the employment of blacks spilled over to the private sector. One of the
major sources of quality, private-sector employment for blacks at management levels in large corporations has been in running equal employment
opportunity and personnel divisions. The reduction by the Reagan administration of equal employment opportunity enforcement efforts
prompted many companies, faced with tougher international competition
and with the need to reduce costs, to cut back or eliminate altogether their
equal employment divisions. "The ranks of blacks in corporations [have
been] ... decimated," said John N. Odom in 1987, executive director of
Black Agency Executives, an association of black management and social
services executives. 14 The same year, Mary Anne Devanna, research director of Columbia Business School's Management Institute, pointed out that
"for years, blacks and women were steered into jobs that were not central
to the organization. Now those jobs are precisely the jobs that are being
eliminated." 1 ;

Beyond the fact that the cuts of the Reagan administration in welfare,
food stamps, Medicaid, housing subsidies, and other means-tested programs for the poor had little political cost for Republicans, the spending
reductions met the tacit demands of a substantial number of those Demo-
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crats who provided Reagan's margin of victory. A disproportionately
large percentage of the white Democrats who cast Republican ballots in
1980 were voters seeking to reverse what they saw as a federal government
tilt in favor of blacks and other minorities.
In the 1980 contest, 22 percent of all Democrats defected from their
party to vote for Reagan. This defection rate shot up to 34 percent among
those Democrats who believed civil rights leaders were pushing "too fast";
to 31 percent among those Democrats opposed to special government aid
to minorities; and to 38 percent among those opposed to government intervention to insure that everyone has a job and a good standard of living. 16
Cutting welfare, food stamps, housing subsidies, and other efforts to integrate blacks into the social and economic mainstream fulfilled an implicit
Republican campaign promise to these disaffected white Democratic voters.
For Reagan, conservative racial policies were more important in his
appeal to white Democrats than they were in securing his Republican
base. Results from a Washington Post / ABC survey in March 1981of12,767
white voters showed that on a number of key questions, Democratic
whites who voted for Reagan in 1980 were more conservative on racial
issues than were Republican voters. White Democrats who stayed loyal to
Carter, in contrast, were more liberal than were Republicans.
Among whites, Democrats voting for Reagan (Reagan Democrats)
believed, by a margin of 71 (agree) to 25 (disagree), that blacks have worse
jobs, income, and housing than whites because they "don't have the motivation or will power to pull themselves out of poverty." In contrast, white
Republicans supported this view by a more moderate 57-38 margin, and
white Carter voters by a 55-41 margin.
Reagan Democrats clearly held more conservative stands on racial issues than other voters. Reagan 's ability to pry this group loose from the
Democratic coalition was critical not only to his election but also to the
enactment of a conservative legislative and regulatory agenda. For a substantial percentage of defecting Democrats-all of them white-the redistributive policies of the Democratic party were no longer seen as benefiting their own families, friends , and neighborhoods, but were seen rather as
benefiting minorities at the expense of the working and middle class.
Along similar lines, these Reagan Democrats believed that the major emphasis of the regulatory role of the federal government had shifted away
from the provision of such essential goods as job safety and the policing
of monopolies to the imposition of forced busing and of racial preferences.
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On a broader scale, the emergence of the Reagan Democrats was a
reflection of how the issues of race and poverty, along with the moral
cultural and values issues raised by the rights movement, ran head-on into
a populist, conservative "egalitarianism"-and into an egalitarian defense
constructed along traditional meritocratic lines. Paradoxically, at the same
time that efforts to ensure new rights to once-marginal groups were defined by the left in egalitarian terms, the means and the costs of these
efforts were judged by many voters to impose burdens vulnerable to an
egalitarian challenge.
For the white patrolman passed over for promotion to sergeant in
favor of a black or Hispanic who scored lower on a test; for the elderly
Catholic landlady required by law to lease the apartment on her third floor
to a homosexual couple; for the night worker in New York who must ride
the subway with the no longer confinable deranged; for the nurse assaulted in the hospital par~ng lot by a criminal out on bail; for the divorced secretary whose children were bused by court order to a school in a
distant and unfamiliar neighborhood, the logic of social and racial liberalism was difficult, if not impossible, to grasp.
Conservative populism gave the Republican party-once effectively
defined by a majority of voters as the party of the rich-a coherent response to the anguish of the white patrolman, the night worker, the nurse,
and the Catholic landlady.

These once-Democratic voters, now drawn to a conservative politics
with an egalitarian cast-egalitarian in terms of access rather than of outcomes-shared in common with the business community the belief that
they were victims of a runaway liberalism, of a mushrooming rights revolution, and of an overly ambitious state. Just as the rights granted to
minorities, criminal defendants, pornographers, homosexuals, and the
mentally ill imposed certain redistributive costs, the business community
had been the target of another outgrowth of the rights movement, the
surge in corporate regulation enacted a decade before the 1980 election.
The network of corporate regulatory structures and of regulatory legislation established by the federal government in the late 1960s and the
early 197os-the Occuptional Health and Safety Administration
(OSHA), the 1970 amendments strengthening the Clean Air Act, the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), the Consumer Product Safety
Commission, the Federal Water Pollution Control Act of 1972, the Mine
Safety and Health Administration-"represented kind of a Great Society
for the private economy," David Vogel, of the School of Business Administration at the University of California, Berkeley, wrote in 1988. The
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expansion of corporate regulation gave public-interest lawyers leverage to
replicate the tactics of the civil rights bar. "Just as the courts had defined
and enforced civil 'rights,' so now they could be used to extend to the
public the 'right' to clean air and water, a safe workplace, and food free
from dangerous chemicals," wrote Vogel. 17
For a brief period, roughly 1981 through 1983, the intense opposition to
regulation shared by business and by many middle and working-class
white voters established a hospitable climate for a substantial policy retrenchment. For the industries most opposed to regulation-particularly
mining, chemicals, oil, lumber and paper-the Reagan administration appointed such industry sympathizers as James Watt as Secretary of the
Interior and Anne Burford as head of the Environmental Protection
Agency, along with lesser known, but similarly committed, anti-regulatory appointees to run OSHA, the National Labor Relations Board
(NLRB), the Federal Trade Commission (FTC), the Consumer Product
Safety Commission, and the rest of the federal regulatory apparatus.
Reagan administration roll-backs of the regulatory state ranged from a
reduction of the budget of EPA's water and air quality, hazardous waste,
and toxics divisions-from $968 million in 1980 to $674 million in 1982 (in
1982 dollars); to the placement of severe restrictions on the discretionary
inspection power of the field enforcement personnel of OSHA. 18 The
Department of the Interior under Watt increased the acreage leased out
for coal mining to 120,000 acres in 1981 and 1982, compared to a total of
20,000 acres in 1979 and 1980. 19 Although by late 1983, public antipathy to
the policies of Watt and Burford forced their replacement ~ith more
moderate appointees, the general relaxation of regulatory vigor continued.
Reflecting the overall reduction of corporate regulation, the number of
pages describing pending regulatory proposals published annually in the
Federal Register, which had grown from 14'479 pages in 1960 to 87,012
pages in 1980, fell to 47,418 in 1986. 20

The race, rights, and tax-driven merger of the ideological interests of
working and middle-class whites with those of corporate America laid the
groundwork for the fulfillment of an additional set of conservative goals,
goals that did not, in fact, have broad popular support: the rewarding of
the bankrollers of the conservative revolution. The financial backing for
the surge of GOP House and Senate victories in 1978 and 1980 had been
spearheaded by the network of industries-oil, chemical, lumber, paper,
pharmaceutical, fabricated metals, rubber, and machinery 2 4 -industries
that had borne the brunt of the sharp expansion of corporate regulation in
the late 1960s and early 1970s.
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By the end of the 1970s, the political action committees (PA Cs) of these
heavily regulated industries along with such foundations as the John M.
Olin Fund, established by the chairman of the board of the Olin Mathieson
Chemical Corporation, the J. Howard Pew Foundation, created by the
former chairman of Sun Oil Company, and the Noble Foundation, set up
by Oklahoma oilman Edward E. Noble, became the advance guard of a
drive to finance the political and intellectual resurgence of the right.22 It
was this movement that provided the cash to turn such conservative think
tanks as the American Enterprise Institute (AEI) and the Heritage Foundation into influential promoters of lowered taxes of down-sized government, and of scaled-back business and social regulation.
Throughout the 1970s, the political rearmament of the business community constituted one of the most comprehensive and effective efforts to
force an ideological shift in national policy in the country's history. Major
corporations organized management-level employees and stockholders
into armies of "grassroots" lobbyists to pressure Congress. The Chamber
of Commerce was converted from a nearly moribund organization,
viewed with disdain in Washington, into an articulate national spokesman
for corporate interests, a source of detailed analysis of the economic costs
of legislation, and a meeting ground for alliances of businesses and trade
associations. In 1972, the Business Roundtable was established as an organization for the chief executive officers of Fortune 500 companies to pressure
the federal government. From 1974 to 1980, the number of corporate PACs
grew from 89 to 1,251, and from 1972 to 1980, the cash flow to the campaigns
of House and Senate candidates grew from $8 million to $39 million.2 3
Behind the lure of cash was the growing threat of assault by the independent, right-wing PACs, which by 1980 included the National Congressional Club affiliated with Republican Senator Jesse Helms of North Carolina, $7·9 million; the National Conservative Political Action Committee
(NCPAC), $n million; the Fund for a Conservative Majority, $p million ; and Citizens for the Republic, $1.3 million. 24
In 1979 and 1980, these ideological, corporate, and trade association
PACs poured money into the defeat of liberal Democrats Birch Bayh of
Indiana, George McGovern of South Dakota, Gaylord Nelson of Wisconsin, Frank Church of Idaho, and John Culver of Iowa-defeats that
were critical to the 1980 GOP take-over of the Senate. Regulation-averse
industries not only financed Republican challenger and open-seat candidates, but they magnified their support by channeling additional cash to
the Republican National, Congressional, and Senatorial Committees, and
to such pro-Republican "independent" PACs as NCPAC and the Fund
for a Conservative Majority.
Independent oilmen alone gave more money to the Republican party
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and to Republican candidates-conservatively estimated at $25-7 millionthan all of the money raised in 1980 by the Democratic National, Congressional, or Senatorial Committees. 25 The importance of this flow of cash is
reflected by the fact that six of the twenty GOP Senate victories that year
were achieved by margins of less than one percent; without the willingness of these industries to provide large, early contributions to Republicans challenging incumbent Democratic senators, the GOP take-over of
the Senate in 1980 might not have taken place.
With the absence of a liberal brake on right-wing policy initiatives, the
Reagan administration was in a position to reward hardcore business supporters of the conservative revival. For the corporate sector, the 1981 tax
cut included the most generous business tax reduction-$164 billion-in
the history of the nation. The legislation provided for $u .6 billion in reduced taxes for the industry that had led the charge in financing Republican candidates: independent oil. Estate and gift taxes, which fall most
heavily on the very wealthy, were cut by $22.1 billion over six years. In
contrast, the average working family getting the median income received
an income tax cut worth about $255 a year (by 1984), most of which (about
$177 ), was taken back in increased Social Security taxes. 26
The 1981 tax bill was modified by legislation enacted in 1982 and 1986,
but overall the Reagan administration oversaw a major restructuring of
the distribution of the tax burden. The following table shows the pattern
of th e distribution over the past twenty years:
TABLE 8.3
The Percentage of Total Federal Receipts Contributed by the
Individual Income, Corporate, and Social Security Taxes in 1980 and
1989

(The remaining percentages are contributed by excise, estate, and other
miscellaneous tax sources.)

1970

1975

1980

1989

Individual income taxes

46.9%

43 .9%

47.2%

45.6%

Corporate taxes

17 %

14.5%

12 .5%

10.5%

Social Security taxes

23

30.3%

30.5%

36.7%

%

SOURCE: Congressional Budget Office, The Eco110111ic and Budget Outlook: Fiscal Years
1990-1994 (Washington , D.C., 1989) ; Eco110111ic Report of the President, 1990, tables on

federal receipts.

In effect, if the tax burden had been distributed in 1989 in the same way
that it was in 1970, corporations would have paid an additional $s9.1 billion.
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The individual income tax burden in 1989 was $u.8 billion less than it
would have been under the 1970 distribution, but the Social Security taxthe tax that falls most heavily on working and lower-middle-class employees-was $124.5 billion higher in 1989 than it would have been under the
1970 distribution.

Overall, the formation of a top-down conservative coalition with the
interests, the will, and the cohesion to recast broad areas of federal policy,
produced a substantial retrenchment of those redistributive policies that
particularly benefit minorities. In the course of the first two years of the
Reagan administration, the top-down coalition was able to secure as a
reward for its working and lower-middle-class white constituencies cutbacks both in means-tested programs and in civil rights enforcement and
for those in the dominant, upper-income ranks of the coalition, to secure
as a reward a huge transfer of tax benefits and significantly lessened business regulation.
The period of most intense political conservatism was brief, lasting
only three years: from 1978, with the tax revolt and the first clear election
results showing active anti-liberal sentiment, to the beginnings of the recession in late 1981. But the underlying political change in the ideological
composition of the electorate would prove to have substantial staying
power. It was during the period of intense conservatism that opposition to
federal taxes, to programs benefiting minorities, and to a range of downwardly-redistributive government policies reached its height. 27
The conservative presidential majority was at that time, however, still
fragile and newborn. Reagan had pieced together a majority vote of just
50.7 percent in 1980, and the decisive Republican takeover of the U .S.
Senate that year, with the GOP winning twenty of the thirty-four seats at
stake, masked the fact that many more votes had been cast for Democratic
senatorial candidates, (30.39 million), than for Republican ones (27.33 million)-in large part because of the huge Democratic majorities in Senate
contests in California (1.6 million), Illinois (619,006), and Ohio (1.6 million), in contrast to the razor-thin margins of Republican victors. 28
The economic recession of 1981-82, however, produced a hiatus in the
conservative ascension, ar.d the strong pro-Democratic tilt in the midterm elections of 1982 ended the immediate prospect of a full-fledged Republican realignment. Democrats picked up twenty-six House seats, and
the southern Democratic-Republican alliance that had controlled House
deliberations in 1981 could not be revived. The recession itself gave the
Democratic party grounds to attack the upwardly redistributional policies
of the Reagan administration. Reagan's approval rating collapsed in the
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course of the most serious economic downturn since the Second World
War, reaching a low-point of 35 percent approval, versus 56 disapproval at
the start of 1983, according to the Gallup poll. 29 Congressional Democrats,
in turn, learned to exercise the power of incumbency to bring to a halt the
financial commitment of corporate and trade association PACs to a Republican takeover of Congress.
Representative Tony Coelho of California, then the chairman of the
Democratic Congressional Campaign Committee (DCCC), went to the
leaders of Washington's business lobbying community and told them:
"You people are determined to get rid of the Democratic Party. The
records show it. I just want you to know we are going to be in the majority
of the House for many years and I don't think it makes good business
sense for you to try to destroy us and support the Republicans . ... We are
going to keep records." 30 The hardball tactics paid off. From 1980 to 1984,
the percentage of corporate PAC contributions going to Republicans
challenging Democratic House incumbents, and to GOP candidates in
open-seat contests, fell from 29 percent to 17 percent. 3 1
On the surface, then, the 1984 election had the earmarks of a contest
that should have been at least relatively competitive. Working to the advantage of the Republicans was the fact that the country had pulled out of
recession at the end of 1982, and the recovery was nearly two years old by
November 1984. In addition, individual demographic realignments were
continuing among such groups as fundamentalist Christians and CubanAmericans, along with a slower, but large-scale and sustained shift to the
GOP among southern whites. Conversely, the Democrats had made gains
on a number of fronts: the recession had discredited some of the more
grandiose claims of supply-side economics; attitudes on a wide range
of public policy issues (such as spending for education, health, and the
environment) had become more liberal; the corporate cash spigot for
GOP candidates had begun to dry up; the Democratic majority in
the House was secure; and Republican attempts to cut Social Security
payments during Reagan's first term had revived perceived GOP
liabilities as the rich man's party, hostile to the interests of the average
voter.
In fact, however, the 1984 presidential election produced a landslide
victory for Reagan. In that election, the defection of white, working-class
northern Democrats turned into a hemorrhage. Reagan's success in 1984
grew out of, first, a continuing and strengthened convergence of issues
surrounding economics, culture, and race, a convergence that had been
building throughout the 1970s to support a coherent conservative ideology. The Democratic defection grew, secondly, out of the sustained nur-
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turing and rewarding of the conservative majority by a Republican party
in control of the White House.
The Democrats, deluded by the short-term gains of the 1982 election,
misjudged the significance of the 1982 recession. The recession, as the next
chapter will explore, in fact accelerated and intensified a restructuring of
the nation's economy, a long-term, wrenching process that caused massive
suffering and dislocation to core Democratic constituencies, suffering
which left the presidential wing of the Democratic party-at least for the
time being-scarred, powerless, and ineffective.

